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Abstract

Neuro-symbolic reasoning systems support the goal of mak-
ing the behaviour of trained neural networks more explain-
able. ERIC and SRAE are two such methods for CNNs that
are similar in that they both provide decompositional, layer-
wise explanations that can be extracted post-hoc and de-
ployed as classifiers in their own right. However the two
methods differ in how they represent knowledge and rea-
son over those representations; ERIC reduces the layer’s be-
haviour to a discrete logic program for symbolic reasoning
over a vocabulary at most as large as the number of kernels
in that layer; and SRAE reduces the layer’s output to more
limited but concise vocabulary represented by a set of con-
tinuous, orthogonal and sparse features. We compare both
methods and show that despite these differences they yield
similar results with respect to fidelity when deployed as ap-
proximations of the original CNN. SRAE offers marginally
stronger fidelity than ERIC but in sacrificing some fidelity
ERIC is able to offer a larger and more discrete set of sym-
bols that more closely match what individual kernels actu-
ally see. Neither method has previously been demonstrated on
multi-class problems but we show for the first time that under
certain conditions they may yield high fidelity in such cases.
However for both methods fidelity drops for those multi-class
datasets in which images have less distinct edges. Similar re-
sults under different representations suggest challenges for
layer-wise knowledge extraction in general and invite further
investigation from the neuro-symbolic community, with our
results offering an early benchmark for such research.

One goal of explainable AI is to understand the reasoning
behind decisions made by trained convolutional neural net-
works or other models when making a classification, and to
present this reasoning in an interpretable way. A popular ap-
proach is to visualise regions of an input that are important
for assigning it to a particular class or for activating a given
convolutional kernel (Simonyan, Vedaldi, and Zisserman
2013; Zeiler and Fergus 2014; Binder et al. 2016; Shriku-
mar, Greenside, and Kundaje 2017; Zintgraf et al. 2017).
However relatively few attempts have been made to explore
the relationships between those features in the same way
that earlier neuro-symbolic reasoning systems constructed
rules or other relational structures between symbols that
approximate the meaning of neurons (Andrews, Diederich,
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and Tickle 1995; d’Avila Garcez, Broda, and Gabbay 2002;
Hammer and Hitzler 2007; Besold et al. 2017; Townsend,
Chaton, and Monteiro 2019).

Some of these models are evaluated by asking humans to
perform tasks based on their interpretation of the rules. This
is a good way to test interpretability but good explainable
models should also be accurate, and this is best evaluated by
what we refer to as independent reasoners that can be used
as classifiers themselves without human intervention. Some
such models for CNNs have been tested on ‘one-versus-all’
classification in which a multi-class task (e.g. MNIST (Le-
Cun et al. 1998)) is treated as a two-class problem (e.g.
‘1 or not 1’) (Qi, Khorram, and Fuxin 2021; Zhang et al.
2018a; Zhang, Nian Wu, and Zhu 2018). ERIC (Townsend,
Kasioumis, and Inakoshi 2020) was shown to support multi-
ple classes but only in the minimal sense that it was tested on
three. We build on previous work by applying ERIC to more
classes and comparing to another method SRAE, which like
ERIC yields a set of sentence-like explanations but repre-
sented in an entirely different way and had only previously
been tested on the one-vs-all case. We show that under cer-
tain circumstances both, despite employing different repre-
sentations for their explanations, can be used to reason over
multi-class tasks without reducing them to the one-vs-all
case. The two methods are comparable in that they both ex-
plain the behaviour of any convolutional layer regardless of
whether the CNN is designed or trained to be explainable, in
other words they are decompositional with respect to layers
and post-hoc as opposed to explainable-by-design (XBD).

We begin by covering some preliminaries and reviewing
related work. In the method section we describe our imple-
mentations of ERIC, SRAE, and our experimental method.
We then present empirical results and some examples of ex-
tracted rules. We end with a discussion on the implications
of our findings and on opportunities for future work.

Preliminaries
We consider a set of input images x and target outputs t both
indexed by i, a CNN M and its explainable approximation
M∗. Let f(M,x) and f(M∗,x) denote the classification
output of each. Accuracy is the percentage of samples for
which f(·,xi) = ti and fidelity the percentage of samples
for which f(M∗,xi) = f(M,xi). Let l ∈ {le, lo} refer
to a layer on M ; lo to the softmax output and le to the layer



based on whose behaviour we wish to explain the output at lo
(in general explanations may use multiple layers, but in our
work we only use 1). Ai,l,k ∈ Rw×w denotes an activation
matrix output for a unit, where w is a natural number and a
unit is a kernel for the case of le or a softmax neuron for lo,
with w = 1. le and lo have units indexed by k = 1, . . . ,Kl.

Though M∗ may take make forms, logic programs de-
fined as follows are of particular relevance to the paper. Each
symbol that can be expressed in a rule is a logical atom,
which may be expressed as a positive (Li) or negative (¬Li)
literal to express whether that atom is true or false. Rules
over a set of literals are denoted R = {Rr = (Dr, Cr)}r,
where Dr is a set of conjoined literals acting as the con-
ditions for rule Rr, and Cr is a literal that evaluates as
true iff those conditions are met. For example, if Dr =
P1 ∧ P2 ∧ ¬P3 and Cr = Q, the rule P1 ∧ P2 ∧ ¬P3 → Q
states that if P1 and P2 are true and P3 is false then Q is true.

Background
Multiple classifications and taxonomies have been proposed
for neuro-symbolic learning and reasoning systems (An-
drews, Diederich, and Tickle 1995; Bader and Hitzler 2005;
Townsend, Chaton, and Monteiro 2019). Below we elabo-
rate on some of these categorisations before discussing re-
lated work in these terms. We are interested only in what we
refer to as independent reasoners that are capable of repli-
cating the behaviour of M without human intervention.

Properties of Neuro-Symbolic Reasoning Systems
Pedagogical methods consider M to be a black box and
observe the relationships between the inputs and the out-
puts without concern for the architecture between. In gen-
eral these are not limited to neural networks but may be
applied to any class of model. On the contrary, decompo-
sitional methods explain M in terms of its parts (e.g. neu-
rons, kernels or layers). These are less transferable as some
assumptions about the model’s architecture must be made,
but the advantage is that they allow one to understand the
model’s internal knowledge representation.

If M∗ is global, it explains the overall behaviour of M
across arbitrary samples, whereas local explanations ex-
plain classifications of specific samples or subsets thereof
(Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin 2016).

We consider a method to be explainable-by-design if it
includes or assumes a means of designing or training M to
be at least partly interpretable. XBD methods will be cru-
cial for scenarios in which M must be held accountable, es-
pecially in safety-critical situations. However accountability
is not the only motivation; explainability is also useful for
aquiring new knowledge. Models constrained to reason like
humans may only ever think like humans themselves, thus
XBD restricts what the models are capable of learning. To
learn from models trained independently of such assump-
tions (in particular those trained before XBD methods were
invented), we require post-hoc methods which can be ap-
plied after-the-fact under less restrictive assumptions. Be-
sides, post-hoc methods could still be applied to XBD net-
works by virtue of the fact that they are more generalisable.
These reasons motivate our exploration of them in this paper.

Neuro-Symbolic Reasoning for CNNs
ERIC yields global explanations of CNN behaviour for one
or more convolutional layers. It maps kernel outputs to sin-
gle activations via L1 or L2 values of the kernel outputs and
thresholds these values to yield binary approximations of
those kernel outputs (Townsend, Kasioumis, and Inakoshi
2020). M∗ is a logic program constructed to approximate
the behaviour of the network after and including le and
in terms of the binarised kernel activations extracted from
training data. ERIC was previously demonstrated to work on
the multi-class case but only in that it is shown to distinguish
between three classes. A correlation between the accuracy of
M and fidelity of M∗ was also observed. Interpretability is
measured based on the size of the extracted logic program,
on the basis that smaller rule sets are easier for humans to
read, but no human evaluation is performed.

Like ERIC, (Odense and Garcez 2020) explores global,
layerwise-explainability and translates kernel outputs to lit-
erals in a logic program of so-called M-of-N rules in which
a rule evaluates as true iff M literals out of all N in the body
are true. Kernels are represented by the output of that neuron
which yields the maximum information gain with respect to
the output of the network, and the rule extraction process is a
heuristic search that priorises literals according to the weight
between their corresponding neuron and the target neuron
represented by the head. Tests for CNNs are conducted on
multiple datasets including MNIST.

For SRAE (Qi, Khorram, and Fuxin 2021), M∗ is a
smaller neural network called an XNN (explainable neural
network). SRAE maps le to a low-dimension set of n so-
called x-features in M∗, which is trained to learn those fea-
tures such that they are sparse, orthogonal and yield faithful
approximations of the output at lo. The explanations are a
series of visual projections of the x-features back onto the
original image. In theory le may be any layer, though pub-
lished results mostly focus on recreating the first dense layer,
with some treatment of convolutional layers with respect to
the CUB dataset (Welinder et al. 2010) and MNIST. Fur-
thermore, SRAE is only demonstrated on ‘one-vs-all’ clas-
sification. The interpretability of SRAE is tested via human
evaluation in which participants are asked to cluster samples
based on visualisations presented.

Prototype methods introduce a layer of filters which learn
prototypical examples of various parts against which input
image regions can be compared (Chen et al. 2019; Hase
et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2021; Rymarczyk et al. 2021). The
approach is designed so that networks are trained end-to-
end and so the prototype layers cannot be ‘plugged in’ to the
original model and used for post-hoc reasoning.

Zhang et al. proposed a post-hoc approach in which
part representations are disentangled from the trained CNN
and rearranged into a hierarchical ‘AND-OR’ graph (AOG)
(Zhang et al. 2018a). Interpretability is demonstrated quali-
tively and quantitively, but the explanations are not used as
an independent classifier and so fidelity cannot be measured.
The same authors also developed a means of extracting a de-
cision tree (Zhang, Nian Wu, and Zhu 2018), but this method
assumes that kernels have been trained to yield interpretable
filter activations according to a loss function proposed in



previous work (Zhang et al. 2018b).
LIME (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin 2016) is a post-hoc,

pedagogical explainer based on features and was later
extended to rule-based explanations in the form of An-
chors (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin 2018). However both
are local explainers only. Frosst and Hinton introduce a
global, post-hoc approach designed for CNNs though is
pedagogical in nature and so perhaps could be applied more
generally (Frosst and Hinton 2017). In this case M∗ is a
decision tree capable of multi-class classification and is
mainly demonstrated on MNIST.

Of the methods discussed, ERIC, SRAE and the M-of-N
method are all post-hoc, layerwise-decompositional, global;
and may all be applied as independent classifiers so that fi-
delity can be objectively compared. One difference is that
the M-of-N method is dependent on the weights of connec-
tions in the original layers, which are only defined between
adjacent layers. Both ERIC and SRAE are able to bypass the
layers between any le and lo and so we chose to compare
these two as representatives of different models of explana-
tion: the former being discrete and rule-based and the latter
being continuous and feature-based. Furthermore both have
yet to be applied to scenarios with large number of classes.

Though not explicitly called x-features in the literature,
the conditions in rules are equivalent to x-features as defined
for SRAE and so we refer to them as such henceforth. A no-
table difference between the rule based methods and SRAE
is that for the latter, a single x-feature is derived from a func-
tion over multiple kernels in le whereas in the rule-based
methods each x-feature is derived from a single kernel in le.
In other words, visually the set of Kle possible x-features
in rule-based methods are more faithful representations of le
than the n x-features used by SRAE. This also means that
SRAE’s explanation space is limited to the use of these n
x-features only. For rule-based methods a single explanation
may still be limited to a length of n but each x-feature may
selected from a vocabulary of Kle ≥ n possible atoms.

Method
We evaluate the fidelity of ERIC and SRAE on a wider range
of datasets in multi-class contexts. For each dataset we train
one CNN, on which we perform all further experiments for
that dataset. Then for both methods we perform 5 trials of
knowledge extraction on the same CNN at the final (13th)
convolutional layer. All tests were performed on an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Gold 5218 CPU @ 2.30GHz with 200 GB RAM,
and Ubuntu 18.04. Tests were implemented using Keras 2.4
from Tensorflow 2.3.1, in Python 3.6.9 and spread across
8 x NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, with Nvidia Driver
460.32.03, Cuda 10.1 and CUDNN 7. Datasets and configu-
rations for training and extraction are described below.

Datasets
Where datasets do not provide testing annotations publically
or validation data is not pre-defined, we rearrange the parti-
tions as described below.

First, we test on MNIST (LeCun et al. 1998) as a standard
benchmark and one which is built of multiple classes. We

split the standard training set into training and validation,
with the latter composed of the last 10,000 images. We use
the normal test set.

We also test on the German Traffic Sign Recognition
Benchmark (GTSRB) (Stallkamp et al. 2012) as it is an ex-
ample of one with many classes (43). Each class contains
multiple instances of a physical signpost and multiple im-
ages are taken for each of these signposts. Therefore we split
with respect the signposts and not individual images. Thus,
we apply a 8:2 training:validation split. We use the original
test set as provided.

We select PascalVOC 2010 (Everingham et al.) as our
third dataset as it has been used by other datasets in the
related literature, though mainly for just the animal classes
which make up 6 out of the total 20 (Zhang, Nian Wu, and
Zhu 2018; Zhang et al. 2018a,b). We test on both the 6 and
20 class cases. In both cases we split the validation set in
half to form the new validation and test sets.

Lastly, we select a subset of room classes from Places
(Zhou et al. 2017) partly for its use in the SRAE experiments
but also because ERIC was previously tested on another sub-
set of Places. We also use this to explore the effect of varying
the total number of classes used, in particular ∈ {2, 3, 5, 10},
starting with bathroom and bedroom, then adding kitchen,
then dining and living rooms, and finally home office, of-
fice, waiting room, conference room and hotel room. For
each set of classes we derive the test set from the training
data as the provided validation set is quite small, at 100 im-
ages per class. This gives us 4,000 and 1,000 training and
test images respectively per class.

CNN training
For all datasets we mostly use the same configuration for
training the CNN, with some variations that we choose be-
cause they yielded better results in preliminary trials; the im-
portant point is that for each dataset, all explanation methods
are applied to the same CNNs. As default, we use VGG16
pretrained on imagenet and replace the softmax layer with
a number of softmax neurons equal to the appropriate num-
ber of classes. We train in batches of 32 for 100 epochs us-
ing the Adam optimiser, with the exception of the Pascal
cases, for which we found RMSProp to be the better opti-
miser. We applied class weights where there was imbalance
in the training data. We use L2 regularisation of 0.005 in
all layers and a learning rate of 5 ∗ 10−7 in all cases except
MNIST, where we used 10−6. We applied a decay factor
of 0.5 and patience of 10 epochs. For all datasets images
are centre-cropped where not necessarily square in dimen-
sion and resized to 224× 224. For Places we augmented the
dataset by randomly applying vertical and horizontal flips
and a channel shift of range 20 at each epoch, according to
uniform distributions.

Rule Extraction
For both ERIC and SRAE we set le = 13, so that M∗ takes
input from the final convolutional layer of M . As SRAE was
proposed to be optimal for n = 5 x-features, we apply the
same for both SRAE and ERIC. For both models we con-
duct 5 trials and average the results for two reasons. Firstly,



SRAE is a stochastic solution. ERIC’s rule extraction algo-
rithm is deterministic, however it requires a large number of
kernel activations to be stored in memory at a single time
and so for larger datasets we perform extraction based on a
uniform random selection of samples from the training set
(except for Pascal, which is small by comparison). For in-
ference we can more easily batch process all samples and so
random sampling is unnecessary. For fairness we also train
SRAE on random subsets.

ERIC We implement ERIC mostly according to the liter-
ature (Townsend, Kasioumis, and Inakoshi 2020) but sim-
plified to extract from a single layer and with a slightly
different approach to binarising the kernels (Equation (4)).
Pseudocode of the implementation is provided in the tech-
nical appendix in the supplementary materials. Let bi,l,k ∈
{1,−1} denote a binary truth value assigned to Ai,l,k as in
Eq. (1). bi,l,k may be expressed as positive and negative lit-
erals Li,l,k ≡ (bi,l,k = 1) and ¬Li,l,k ≡ (bi,l,k = −1)
respectively. For a rule Rr, conditions in Dr correspond to
a subset of kernels in le and Cr corresponds to the class
to be assigned if those conditions are met. These rules are
extracted using a tree-based extraction algorithm similar to
C4.5 (Quinlan 1993). Let us denote the training data Zl =
{(zi, ti) | i = 1, ...,m} where zi ∈ {True, False}2Kle

and ti ∈ {True, False}. zle,k = True if it corresponds to
a positive literal and its binary value is 1 or if it represents
a negative literal and its binary value is -1. It is false other-
wise. Each path from the root to a leaf of the tree represents
a rule, with nodes branching on rule conditions based on the
pearson criterion. A pruning parameter ρ prevents overfit-
ting such that we stop branching if |Q|/|P | < ρ, where P,
Q represent sets of training instances that satisfy the path
of conditions leading to a parent node and child node, re-
spectively. If a leaf represents multiple outcomes, the class
is chosen to be the modal value of Q.

bi,le,k = Q(Ai,le,k, θle,k) (1)

Q(Ai,l,k, θl,k) =

{
1, if atri,l,k > θl,k
−1, otherwise

(2)

ai,l,k = ∥Ai,l∥2 (3)

θl,k = α · atrl,k + γ

√
1

n

∑
(atri,l,k − atrl,k)

2 (4)

We set the kernel threshold according to Equations (4) and
(3). Values for α, γ and ρ are chosen for each dataset ac-
cording to a grid search over validation fidelity with α, γ ∈
{0.1 ∗ t|t ∈ [0..1]} and ρ ∈ {0, 0.001, 0.003, 0.006, 0.01}.
For Places and Pascal, the grid search is performed on the
largest instances of each (i.e. 10 and 20 classes respectively).
Final parameters are given in table 1.

SRAE We implement the XNN as shown in Fig. 1, with a
single encoder and decoder layer pair and the output of the
encoder max-pooled to yield the x-features, which then feed
into a softmax classification layer. We implement the loss
function for SRAE according to the literature (Qi, Khorram,

ERIC SRAE
Dataset % of train. set α γ ρ q β η

GTSRB 30 0.6 0.7 0.0 1 5 1
MNIST 20 1.0 0.6 0.0 1 1 1
Pascal 100 1.0 1.0 0.001 3 3 2
Places 20 0.6 0.7 0.006 5 2 3

Table 1: Dataset-specific rule extraction configurations.

Figure 1: Architecture for our implementation of the SRAE
XNN, with brackets giving layer dimensions (channels last).

and Fuxin 2021). The loss function has parameters β and η
for weighting sparsity and orthogonality respectively, plus
another q used for calculating the sparsity term. We use a
grid search to choose β, η ∈ [1..5], q ∈ [1..10] with respect
to training fidelity on the largest instances of each dataset.
The chosen values are given in table 1. For each dataset the
XNN is trained for 100 epochs using the Adam optimiser
with a learning rate of 0.001.

Results
Empirical results
Fig. 2 and table 2 show results for all datasets with respect to
both M and M∗. SRAE slightly outperforms ERIC in terms
of accuracy and fidelity though ERIC is slightly superior on
GTSRB and Pascal (All). We regard 70% or over to be a
reasonable score for test accuracy with respect to explain-
able models. Both methods yield this or higher for MNIST,
GTSRB, and Places with 2 or 3 classes. SRAE also crosses
this threshold for Pascal animals. Fig. 3 shows that in both
cases the fidelity of M∗ shares an almost linear relationship
with the test accuracy of M , a finding which is consistent
with previous findings using ERIC (Townsend, Kasioumis,
and Inakoshi 2020) but the first such observation for SRAE.

In general it would seem that it is difficult to extract for
a large number of classes in the Pascal and Places datasets,
with accuracy and fidelity dropping as the number of classes
increases. However fidelity cannot only be dependent on the
number of classes both methods are capable of extracting
relations for a 10-class case (MNIST) and a 43-class case
(GTSRB). The better performance on these datasets com-
pared with Pascal and Places are likely because the images in
the former two are more symbolic with more defined edges,
whereas the latter two are more photographic.

Fig. 4 shows that the number of classes does appear to af-
fect the size of M∗. For SRAE this is clear because M∗ is a
neural network and a dense output layer will always increase
in size linearly with the number of classes. For ERIC the cor-
relation is likely because with more classes, more rules and



M M∗ = ERIC M∗ = SRAE
Dataset Part. Acc. Accuracy Fidelity Atoms Rules Size Accuracy Fidelity Conns

Train 1.00 0.93± 0.00 0.93± 0.00 0.97± 0.00 0.97± 0.00
MNIST Valid 1.00 0.93± 0.00 0.93± 0.00 147± 2 86± 4 413± 18 0.97± 0.01 0.97± 0.01 5170

Test 1.00 0.92± 0.00 0.93± 0.00 0.96± 0.01 0.96± 0.01
Train 1.00 0.81± 0.01 0.81± 0.01 0.80± 0.02 0.80± 0.02

GTSRB Valid 0.99 0.74± 0.01 0.74± 0.01 232± 3 125± 5 626± 28 0.71± 0.03 0.71± 0.03 5335
Test 0.98 0.73± 0.01 0.73± 0.01 0.72± 0.02 0.72± 0.02
Train 1.00 0.71± 0.00 0.71± 0.00 0.94± 0.02 0.94± 0.02

Pascal Valid 0.90 0.62± 0.00 0.62± 0.00 86± 0 52± 0 246± 0 0.71± 0.03 0.72± 0.03 5150
Animals Test 0.90 0.61± 0.00 0.62± 0.00 0.70± 0.02 0.71± 0.02

Train 1.00 0.79± 0.00 0.79± 0.00 0.82± 0.03 0.82± 0.03
Pascal Valid 0.89 0.64± 0.00 0.64± 0.00 239± 0 145± 0 690± 0 0.58± 0.03 0.59± 0.02 5220

All Test 0.88 0.63± 0.00 0.64± 0.00 0.61± 0.02 0.63± 0.02
Train 1.00 0.90± 0.01 0.90± 0.01 0.96± 0.01 0.97± 0.01

Places Valid 0.97 0.91± 0.01 0.91± 0.02 11± 1 12± 2 52± 8 0.94± 0.02 0.94± 0.02 5130
(2) Test 0.97 0.89± 0.01 0.89± 0.01 0.95± 0.00 0.95± 0.00

Train 1.00 0.84± 0.01 0.84± 0.01 0.91± 0.04 0.91± 0.04
Places Valid 0.96 0.82± 0.01 0.80± 0.02 33± 4 25± 2 118± 13 0.85± 0.06 0.85± 0.05 5135

(3) Test 0.94 0.81± 0.01 0.82± 0.01 0.87± 0.04 0.88± 0.04
Train 1.00 0.66± 0.01 0.67± 0.01 0.74± 0.02 0.74± 0.02

Places Valid 0.87 0.64± 0.02 0.65± 0.02 57± 3 36± 2 171± 10 0.68± 0.03 0.69± 0.03 5145
(5) Test 0.85 0.63± 0.01 0.65± 0.01 0.67± 0.02 0.70± 0.02

Train 0.97 0.38± 0.01 0.39± 0.01 0.46± 0.04 0.47± 0.04
Places Valid 0.73 0.37± 0.02 0.41± 0.02 85± 6 42± 3 208± 16 0.42± 0.05 0.44± 0.04 5170
(10) Test 0.70 0.36± 0.01 0.39± 0.01 0.41± 0.04 0.43± 0.04

Table 2: Results over 5 trials. Note that since for Pascal each trial uses 100% of the training set, the results for ERIC, which is
otherwise deterministic, show no variation. For ERIC size is measured as the sum length of rules in the extracted program.

Figure 2: Results for all datasets. The number in brackets
show the number of classes in each dataset.

x-features must be employed to distinguish between them.

Rule and kernel samples
We now visualise some of the explanations and rules gen-
erated by both methods by taking the raw activation from
relevant x-features, generating a mask over values ≤ 0.03
and applying this to the original image (e.g. Fig. 5).

Fig. 6 presents an example of a rule from Places 5 that
correctly identifies a kitchen. Each kernel is represented by
5 training images that activate that kernel’s threshold, with
the strongest at the top, the weakest at the bottom and the
remaining three evenly spaced between these two extremes
with respect to the kernel’s activation level (Equation (3)).
Kernels BQ and LM as identified by ERIC both respond
to cabinets. Kernel labels are assigned automatically, using
double-letters as up to 512 atoms would be needed for all

(a) ERIC (b) SRAE

Figure 3: The fidelity of the extracted program correlates
with the accuracy of the original CNN. This is shown for
test data but similar trends are observed for other partitions.

kernels. The negated condition kernels FT and SA mostly
respond to beds (FT) and sinks or toilets (SA). Cabinets may
be found in many rooms but in a kitchen it would be unlikely
to also find upholstry or ceramic bathroom utilities.

Example explanations under SRAE for the test set are
shown in Fig. 7. In ERIC rules may use different x-features
but in SRAE all explanations share the same x-features and
so explanations and kernel visualisations are combined in
this figure. The fifth x-feature responds to four different
things: a toilet, a bed, a dining chair and an oven. SRAE’s
reasoning process is still distributed across a set of network
weights, and so the representations are less discrete than
ERIC and the general interpretation of an x-feature is less
specific. Recall also that each x-feature is derived from func-
tions over multiple kernels in le, rather than from a single
kernel, and so are less faithful representations over the ker-



(a) ERIC: Size = #Atoms (b) SRAE: Size = #Weights

Figure 4: The size of the extracted program, measured as the
total number of atoms (ERIC) or connections (SRAE) used,
shows strong correlation with the number of classes.

Figure 5: Visualising a kernel by normalising its output,
thresholding at > 0.03 and then using this to mask the input.

nels in le than ERIC would offer. However none of this is to
say that the explanations are bad as in most cases the masked
regions are reasonable evidence of their classes and overall
SRAE’s explanations yield higher fidelity than ERIC’s.

Figs. 8 and 9 show examples from GTSRB. Despite the
simplicity and symbolic nature of traffic signs, the expla-
nations are not very inuitive. This is interesting because it
demonstrates that CNNs trained in the traditional way (i.e.
not explainable by design) do not necessarily reason like hu-
mans do despite yielding reasonable accuracy. Fig.8 presents
ERIC’s reasoning behind the correct classification of a ‘na-
tional speed limit’ sign. Humans would recognise this as a
white circle with a diagonal black line. The rule contains one
kernel (CO) which appears to react to white circles in 4/5
samples shown (Fig. 8c), but of the two other positive con-
ditions, one appears to represent arrows in blue circles and
the other triangles. Both do contain white diagonal edges,
however, as does the national limit sign. For SRAE (Fig. 9)
some signs are somehow recognised purely by their edges,
without considering the symbols on the signs.

Discussion and Future Work
Some existing works reduce multi-class problems to one-
versus-all probems when generating explanations that many
be deployed as classifiers in their own right (Qi, Khorram,
and Fuxin 2021; Zhang et al. 2018a; Zhang, Nian Wu, and
Zhu 2018). We have shown that both ERIC and SRAE may
be applied to convolutional layers for at least some multi-
class cases without reducing to one-vs-all and we hope to
see more knowledge extraction methods evaluated without
reducing to one-vs-all. The 10-class MNIST appears to be
an exception to the tendency to reduce to one-vs-all (Frosst
and Hinton 2017; Odense and Garcez 2020) and we have
now shown that a set of at least 43 road signs could also be
a suitable benchmark, with a fidelity of at least 73% achiev-
able for the test data (table 2).

(a) A test image satisfying the rule. Green and red borders show
conditions which must evaluate as true or false respectively.

(b) BQ (c) KS (d) LM (e) RE

Figure 6: ERIC rule BQ∧¬KS∧LM∧¬RE → Kitchen,
with visualisations of each kernel based on the training set.
A possible interpretation is Cabinets1 ∧ ¬Ceramics ∧
Cabinets2 ∧ ¬Upholstry → Kitchen - ‘If there are cabi-
nets and no ceramics or upholstry then it is a kitchen.’

Our findings suggest that however an explanation is rep-
resented, factors affecting fidelity of M∗ are ultimately af-
fected by factors that affect the test accuracy of M . The
two scenarios for which we observe the best success are
MNIST and GTSRB, both of which are very symbolic and
have very distinct edges, whereas the weakest performance
was observed for photographic datasets which tend to have
less distinct edges. The fact that explainability methods are
unsuitable for less accurate original models is less of a con-
cern when one considers that such models are less likely to
be deployed in real-world applications anyway, especially
for safety-critical scenarios. For example, the consequences
of an autonomous vehicle misclassifying a road sign could
be fatal and some investigation would be required. Software
such as ERIC or SRAE could be useful here.

ERIC’s fidelity is not quite so strong as that of SRAE.
However there are innumerable ways of configuring both
models, especially SRAE, which may take on extra neural
network layers, types of layers, etc.

Furthermore the results of both of the configurations used
are comparable and the explanations take completely differ-



Figure 7: Places explanations from SRAE. x-feature 5 acti-
vates for multiple things (toilet, bed, chair and oven)

ent forms, offering users some choice. In SRAE the rea-
soning used by the explanation model is still distributed
across a set of continuous network weights, albeit a smaller
set than is used in the original CNN. ERIC’s reasoning is
more discrete and expressive. Also, in SRAE, all explana-
tions of length n for all samples must be selected from the
same set of n x-features. ERIC also offers explanations of
length n but x-features may be selected from a larger num-
ber of Kle ≥ n atoms. In both cases, it is still up to a hu-
man observer to assign their own labels or meaning to the
x-features. This will likely be easier for ERIC in the sense
that x-features cluster concepts selectively, but more diffi-
cult in the sense that there are more x-features. In SRAE
an x-feature is less likely to isolate a single concept across
the space of all possible explantions; though for a single in-
stance the visualised features nonetheless represent legiti-
mate evidence of the conclusions they draw. SRAE would
be preferred for reasoning with higher fidelity and a more
compact and continuous explanation space. ERIC would be
preferred for more discrete and expressive explanations with
a clearer vocabulary and more faithful representation of ker-
nels. A comparative study based on human interaction as
was originally performed for SRAE would be welcome.

Conclusions
We presented a study of two post-hoc methods for trans-
lating CNNs into independent, explainable neuro-symbolic
reasoning systems, extending earlier work to show that the
robustness of both of these methods extends to multiple
classes as long as the original CNN itself yields high test
accuracy. We observed that the high-accuracy scenarios on
which ERIC and SRAE perform better tend to be those in
which images have more discrete edges. Finally, we dis-
cussed the differences between the two methods: SRAE of-
fers marginally stronger fidelity than ERIC, but in sacrificing
some fidelity ERIC is able to offer a much larger and more
discrete vocabulary.

(a) The rule as correctly applied to a test image.

(b) BH (c) CO (d) GG (e) II

Figure 8: The rule BH ∧ CO ∧ GG ∧ ¬II →
National Limit. Each kernel is represented by five train-
ing images that activate it.

Figure 9: Traffic sign explanations from SRAE.
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